Momentum ESR admin guide for setting
up Reports
Version update: 6 January 2020
You can share this link to download the current version this guide:
http://support.momentumcloud.com.au/support/solutions/articles/44000869880-report-set-upinstructions-for-admin-users

Please contact us if you need any additional assistance:
•
•
•

Email: support@esr.com.au
Phone: 02 8208 6000
Website: www.esr.com.au
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Introduction
Setting up your reports each semester can be an easy task for the school’s nominated Admin
User if the school keeps the same report layout structures and formats as any previous
semester’s reports.
By following the instructions in this guide, an Admin User can easily copy or transfer the set-up
from a past semester to the current semester.

IMPORTANT - Please do not skip the report set-up checklist below

Report set-up checklist
 Refer to a printed copy or a pdf version of a previous report to determine whether you
want the same set-up as a previous semester or not
 If you don’t have a copy of an old report, then generate a copy of a past report. Your school
may have different reports for Semester 1 and 2, so ensure that you’re generating a copy of a
past report from the correct Semester/Year
 Prior to printing a past report, check that the report print templates are visible (your
school may have several print templates, some of which may be hidden)
 If your school wants to change how the reports looks or the assessment criteria then please
mark up your changes, by hand, on a printed report and email us a scan of the report
support@esr.com.au We will assess the changes and let you know the next steps
 No changes to your report? Procced with transferring the set up (framework) from your
selected semester to the current semester – Go to Page 6

Check report print templates are visible
Firstly, check if you need to make any hidden print templates visible to successfully generate a
past report or reports. The reason being your school may have several print templates, so
ensure you’re using the correct print template with the following steps:
1. Select the Admin tab; and then in the left-hand blue menu, select Assessment>Report
Templates>Edit Reports

Admin

Assessment

Edit Reports
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2. If the template that you want to use has a red cross X, it means that it is hidden
3. To make the print template visible, select the red cross and it will change into a green
tick

Do NOT delete

Visible
Hidden – click to
make visible

Print templates that are not relevant for the current semester may be hidden to
avoid confusion when teachers and administration staff are printing reports.
Do NOT delete print templates, as you will not be able to print reports from past
semesters where that print template was used.

Generate a copy of a past report
1. Select Assessment
2. In the black horizontal bar, where you see your school name Semester X – 20XX
(change), select (change)
3. Select the previous -Semester; and the -Year that you want to review
4. Select -Save on the lower right-hand side

Select

(change)

Semester
Year
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Once you’re in the semester of your choice, follow the steps listed 1-3 below to generate your
Report
1. Select the Reports tab
2. In the left-hand brown menu, select >Assessment>General Reports
3. In -Profile, select the correct print template from the drop-down list; select:
▪ -Year Level
▪ -Class
▪ -Student and select -Report by Student to generate a report

Select

Print templates

4. Review the pdf or print copy of the Report to confirm that this the same set-up you want
for your current semester
5. If the layout and KLAs in the report are to remain unchanged for the current semester,
then you can proceed with the next step of transferring the set-up from your selected
Semester/Year to the current Semester/Year

What if we want to make changes to the layout and/or the KLAs?
If you want to make changes to the layout and/or KLAs, simply mark up the
changes by hand and send a scan of the marked-up report to
support@esr.com.au
We will confirm the changes that you want, and set up your reports accordingly
If your report requires additional coding, it will be costed as a custom request;
and we will advise you of your options. Custom requests have a one-off coding
fee of $1,500 ex GST (subject to change depending on the complexity of the
report)
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Transferring report set-up from a class or selected semester
Once you know which previous semester’s reports you want to replicate, then you can proceed
with the following steps.
Firstly, check that you’re in the current semester. The default setting is that your account is
always in the current semester, however you may have changed the setting to a previous semester
to generate a copy of the past report.
1. Select Assessment
2. In the black horizontal bar, where you see your school name Semester X – 20XX
(change), ensure that it is the current semester, if not, select (change)
3. Select the current Semester; and the current Year
4. Select Save on the lower right-hand side

Select

(change)

Semester
Year
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Transferring frameworks (reports)
Before proceeding, confirm which of the following report types is a close match to your school’s
report. If you don’t know what your school reports should look like, it means you’ve skipped
past the step on Page 3 - Report Set-up Checklist – please go back to the checklist

Types of Reports
Reports graded by “single judgement”
Single judgement means that a teacher assigns a 3-value or a 5-value achievement mark for a
KLA as a whole or for the strands within it.
If your report looks like the following screenshots, then follow the instructions on Page 9
“Transferring frameworks for reports by single judgement”
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Reports graded by “outcomes/indicator statements”
Reports by outcomes or indicator statements means that a teacher assigns a 3-value or a 5value achievement mark for statements from the syllabus or a variation of those statements to
KLA as a whole or for the strands within it.
If your report looks similar to the following screenshots, then follow the instructions on Page
12 “Transferring frameworks for Reports by “outcomes/indicator statements”
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Transferring frameworks for reports by single judgement
1. Select Admin tab; then select Assessment from left-hand blue menu
2. Select >Frameworks>Transfer Framework

Select Year and Semester

3. In the first section, Select Year and Semester - confirm that you are in the current
semester. You will now be either copying a report set-up from a previous
Semester/Year; or you will be looking to copy a report setup from the current semester
from a class that has the report set-up in place.

IMPORTANT: If copying a set-up from a previous year or semester; always select
the Year first; and then semester for e.g. Year 2019 Semester 1 - you don't need
to select a class.

1. Select Year

2. Select Semester
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4. Under the next section, Framework Details - all the classes that have a framework in
the selected semester will be shown
5. Select the framework of a class that want to copy by clicking on the circle for that class,
in the right-hand side column with the heading, Select a framework

Select a framework

6. Now scroll to the second half of the screen, and from the section titled, "Classes to
transfer to" - select one or all classes that the particular framework applies to; and then
at the bottom right-hand corner, select >Copy
Note:
it's advisable to copy one class to classes in one-year level at a time and then go to Assessment tab;
to one of the classes that you just copied a framework across for; and verify that you are happy
with what you have done.

Classes to transfer to
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7. Your report set-up or framework from the selected class will now be copied across to
the class or classes that you've selected

Current Semester

Copied framework from Step 6

8. To verify what you have done go to Assessment tab; to one of the classes that you just
copied a framework across for; and verify that you are happy with what you have done.

Assessment
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Transferring frameworks for Reports by “outcomes/indicator statements”
You should only transfer from a Class in a grade (Year Level) or Stage from your selected
previous semester to the corresponding classes in the same grade (Year Level) or the same
Stage for e.g. transferring a framework from Class 3G from Semester 1, 2019 to only Year 3
classes in Semester 1, 2020.

What if we want to make changes to the outcome statements?
Transfer the set-up into one class for that grade (Year Level) or Stage with or
without the outcomes.
Update outcomes or activate new outcomes in that one class
Once updated, then copy the set-up from the updated class to the remaining
classes in that grade (Year Level) or Stage. To copy from one class in the current
semester to the remaining classes for that grade, in the same semester, follow
the same steps outlined below from Step 4 onwards.

1. Select Admin tab; then select Assessment from left-hand blue menu
2. Select >Frameworks>Transfer Framework

Select Year and Semester

3. In the first section, Select Year and Semester - confirm that you are in the correct
semester. At this stage, you will be either copying a report set-up from a previous
Semester/Year; OR you will be looking to copy a report setup from the current semester
from a class that has the report set-up in place.
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IMPORTANT: if copying a set-up from a previous year or semester; always select the Year
first; and then semester for e.g. Year 2019 Semester 1. You don't need to select a
particular class.

1. Select Year

2. Select Semester

4. Under the next section, Framework Details - all the classes that have a framework in
the selected semester will be shown
5. Select the framework of a class that want to copy by clicking on the circle for that class,
in the right-hand side column with the heading, Select a framework

Select a framework

6. Now scroll to the second half of the screen, and from the section titled, Classes to
transfer to - select one corresponding grade or stage class if you need to update the
outcome statements.
If the outcome statements don’t need to be updated, you can copy transfer the set-up to all
the classes in that grade or stage.
However, it's advisable to copy one class to classes in one-year level at a time and then go
to Assessment tab; to one of the classes that you just copied a framework across for; and
verify that you are happy with what you have done.
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Classes to transfer to

7. In the -Advanced Options section, select the +plus icon in the centre to drop down the
menu options
8. Leave the default selection -Copy indicators? (if any) ticked - If you don’t want to make
any changes to the outcomes statements OR you want to review the outcome statements
that were used; and then update them
9. Untick the default selection -Copy indicators? (if any) – if you want to add in or select
new outcome statements
10. Select -Copy

-Advanced Options +plus icon

11. Your report set-up or framework from the selected class will now be copied across to
the class or classes that you've selected

Current Semester

Copied framework from Step 10
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12. To verify what you have done go to Assessment tab; to one of the classes that you just
copied a framework across for; and verify that you are happy with what you have done.

Assessment

How do I update outcomes/indicator statements?
Please download the guide from our helpdesk through this link:
http://support.momentumcloud.com.au/support/solutions/articles/44000869933-addingand-activating-new-and-existing-indicators
The guide covers the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Adding and activating new and/or existing indicators
Editing indicators
Changing the order of the indicators for marking by swapping out one indicator for another
Removing indicators
Deleting indicators from the Indicator Bank
•
•

What happens if I delete an indicator that is being used?
What do I do if I have deleted an indicator that I shouldn’t have?

Please contact us if you need any additional assistance
If you make a mistake, we can always rectify the situation for you, so please do not hesitate to
email or call us.
•
•
•

Email: support@esr.com.au
Phone: 02 8208 6000
Website: www.esr.com.au
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